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Reading Comprehension; read the following text and answer the questions

below. Cc-,p.rs- <u.r\, r*\ i-rwt-"roEç i.uÀ<,v.c+ig.,r"

Today, and more than ever before, cross-cultural management calls for developing
cultural competence through mastering the ability to interact with people effectively from
differcnt cultures. Business practices are generally extensions of cultures. In management,
culture influences, and sometimes even determines policy, style, structure, etc. of the
organization. When managing a company in a domestic operation with a homogeneous
culture, everyone seems to speak the same language, understand the same cues, and have
similar values and norms. According to latest suryeys, the role of a manager to Americans
is considered a 'problem solver' as opposed to his/her French counterpart, who to the
French is considered an 'expertn. Because business has so rapidly developed Wsddgldg,
management is no longer restricted to the domestic territory, but has gone beyond national
borders and constantly confronts cultural diversity. The American manager, in a French

çubsidiarv, may be quite inqffegqive as a 'problem solver' for the French staff may
consider him/her incompetent; whereas, the French manager managing an American
organization might be considered too directive in his response to the staff s questions. In
this way, cultwal differences in organizations dealing internationally have their greatest
impact mainly on motivation, teamwork, negotiations, decision-making, ggIggIF and
acquisitions. For this reason, developing both intercultwal awareness and effective
cross-cultural oommunication skills have become an imperative in a world of
increasing interdependence, integration, and interaction of people and companies
from different geographical locations.

Comprehensi on Questions.

l. Provide a suitable title to the text.
2. What kind of relationship there exists between business and culture according to the
text?

3. Provide words from the text meaning the same as:
a- Globally. *.-.14-;sL-<
b- A company partly or wholly owned by a parent company. S wLs iAo-cy
c- Unproductive. - fffl:€'^,ççt€t#î i^< H qft;ve
d- Two or more companies join to form a larger company. T ,^.\æ
f- Buyingcr taking over another company or a part of it. ù.p,^ s f 1io\^



Writing: choose one of the following topics and write a paragraph of about 150 words.

1. In rcccnt yËars, a substantial number of businesses have expanded globally;
thus, taking pût in the movement towards more globalized and interdependent
world economics. Because of this globalization trend, many morc cmployeÈs are
working abroad in managerial p,ositions or as pat of a multicultural team. Such a
situation has led to an increasing interest in the importance and implication of
cultural awrueness in rnultcultural business contexts. So, in your opinion, wby is
cultural awareness/ cultural competence important for business people?

2- Thc trend of globalization has not only brougbt about economic, social and
political changes, but also cultural changes. According to the champions of this
trand, globalization has resulted in thc spread of multiculturalism and better access
to cultural diversity. They also think that hybridization and assimilation of extemal
Influences ( e.g. the'Vy'estern culture) is vital for the evolution of cultures. Do you
think that cultural diversity is a threat to your culture?


